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Leckie & Associates, LLP 
DOC.IT IMPROVES OUR PRODUCTIVITY –  
WHICH IMPACTS OUR PROFITABILITY

PRODUCTIVITY

Doc.It has increased the efficiency of tracking our client workflow lists. Prior to 
using Doc.It, we used public folders in Outlook to track workflow lists as well as 
Windows folders and separate network drives to store and track our paperless 
filing system. When we used Outlook, everyone had the capability to make 
changes to the workflow lists and we did run into problems with the public folders 
not updating properly; a few times, we even lost some of the master lists. 

Today, it is easier and more efficient to look up the status of client work and who it is 
assigned to. It is easier to determine if there is a backlog in the workflow process and 
re-assign or staff-up a department. Overall, it is easier to find these problems when 
using Doc.It’s workflow functions, compared to using Outlook for workflow control. 

We do have another branch that remotes-in for Doc.It Workflow. It is easier and more 
efficient for the preparing, reviewing and electronic transfer of files to CRA because 
they are not transferring data files between networks to do processing and assembly. 

For our paperless filing system, using the Archive features of Doc.It has stopped 
the problems we were having of a client’s Windows folder being renamed 
accidentally when someone was searching for a client folde. It has also reduced 
the incidence of PDFs being saved in the wrong client’s folder. Anytime you have 
to stop work to search for a file, productivity is impacted. Being able to use the 
CaseWare Batch Print feature to create a PDF of the full CaseWare working paper 
file, and having a locked copy that can’t be changed makes meeting our record 
retention requirements much easier.

Being able to copy these files to the Doc.It Inbox, using its functions and features to:

• place copies of documents in a client’s portal,

• save them as support in another area or

• forward them to a co-worker, CRA or other third party, usually via email, as 
per a client’s requests, does increase the efficiency of document handling.

PRIMARY SOFTWARE  
USED IN THIS FIRM

Doc.It® Suite
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CCH TaxPrep
CaseWare Time
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Learn how Doc.It® impacts work in our firm
PROFITABILITY

We purchased Doc.It Suite and converted our “paperless filing system” to 
the Doc.It file managing system. We were advised by Doc.It on best practices 
including setting up CaseWare Working Paper files to hold the PDF support 
information for all of our engagements types (not just year-end work) and to use 
the CaseWare Batch Print function of Doc.It to archive those files. We spent one 
year making the conversion to our files and moving prior-year information for 
active clients into the Doc.It Archive. 

We set up our workflow using Doc.It internal and external binders. We converted 
all of the T1, T4 and T5 CaseWare files to Doc.It internal Work Binders, because 
we found the CaseWare working paper files too cumbersome and difficult 
to manage, when all of the PDF documents for returns were stored in the 
CaseWare working paper format. Doc.It improves our productivity - which impacts 
profitability - with the ease that documents can be moved between  
Doc.It Binders, CaseWare Working Papers, Web Portal and the Document 
Archive, as well as the tracking abilities of the workflow features.

MITIGATION OF RISK

With Doc.It, we switched our paperless filing system from using Windows folders 
to the Doc.It Archive; people no longer were able to create or use their own 
system for naming files or documents. This lessens the instances of files being 
stored under the incorrect client or being overwritten with changes from the 
original document or deleted accidentally.

With Doc.It, we are able to search for and track client work effectively. Using  
Doc.It instead of Outlook means less risk of something being accidentally 
removed from a list or file work forgotten about.

The adoption of Doc.It required training. Now, Doc.It forces everyone to follow 
policies and standards more consistently, as work flows through the office and 
as files are saved and named consistently. This consistency makes it easier and 
more efficient to locate and quickly get to work on any file.

OUR FAVORITE FEATURE IN DOC.IT

We have several favorite features and aspects of working with Doc.It, including:

• Ease with which documents can be moved between Doc.It into other 
software.

• Tracking tools and features built into the workflow. 

• Use of external binders with CaseWare Working Paper and the ability to 
open, close and archive a completed year-end from within Doc.It.

• Ability to track other work that, in our old system, wouldn’t necessarily have 
made the main stream work lists.

• Ability to update template documents to all of the internal work binders 
at once, by making a change to the document stored in the appropriate 
template binder. 

• PDF preview feature inside the internal work binder. 
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